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SBA Campai{;{ns Start· ~ ' Fee Vote Flynn Not Hired; 
Elections Nex't Week 
·Postpo,ned Search Reopened 
As the si tuat ion appeared to be by the week's end . On that . · by Dave Geringer · '~The bu ck s t o ps here. I 
jhaping up late last week, students platform, Ray Bowie is running In accordance with a res~lu tion overlooked it, " Dean Schwartz 
will h ave the opportunity to for President, Scott Alcock for 1st passed by the SUNY Board of The controversial appointment ac kn o wledged . " An error was 
choose between two platforms in Vice President, Paul Edgette for Trustees, voting on the re tention ·or Bill Flynn as outsjde Placement made, and the appointment was 
S BA e lecti o n s , next we£,k, 2nd Vice President, and Eric of the mandato,Y ac tivi ty fee has Director will not tak·e place. Dean not a valid one." 
February 26 and 27. Zaetsch fo r Treasurer. been delayed until pex t year. A Richard Schwartz revealed that a Provost Schwartz indicated 
On one platfo rm, a slate of The platforms are published on vote ta lcen by the undergraduates requirement that any candidate th at the three-year experience 
ca·ndidates is seeking executi ve pages 4 and 5 of this issue. at this school favo red reta ining for the position would have to requirement .was added to.the list 
offi ces, consisting of Rosemary In addition, aS this issue wen t the fee by apptox imately a 2-1 po ssess a t leas t three years of job qualifica tions in an attempt 
Gerasia fo, President, Cindy Falk to press, Michael Kilburn was margin . However, a vo te must be ex perience pract icing law was to justi fy the crea tion of a PR-3 
for 1st Vice President, J. Glenn unders tood to be running fo r 1st taken again next year. The ballo t over looked resulting in what Dean ($.18,000) line by SUNY Central. 
Davis for 2nd Vice President, Vice President, and severa! first must include a question regarding Schwartz termed. "making the "We wanted to establish the 
Cathy Novack for ·Treasurer, and and second-year students are seek- the institu.tion o~ volun tary feeS . appointment no longer operable." necessity of a high rank (PR-3) to 
Cliff Solomon for Secretary. ing SBA directorships in their ju s tify a high salary," Dean 
The situation with. respect to cl asses. Sc hwartz stated. "We felt we 
th e second platform invo lved Ballo ting will be conducted could not obtain· the person weWachholz On R1·ahts 
several independent candidacies next Wednesday and Thursday, t-, wanted unless we ,had the sa lary. 
coalescing abo ut similar proposals, February 26 and 27, on the 2nd Since we wanted a lawyer, we Of s h A 
resulting in a common platform Floor near th·e Library entrance. out fricans fi gured we would have to pay 
$18,000," Schwartz added. 
Provos t Schwartz indicated Guest Column "There is a crying need fo r Cducation for whites is free and that -the hiring procedure would 
lawyers' awareness of the lac k of compulsory, while education of immediately begin aga in : '.'What 
So uth Afri c.1n c ivil right s," b lac ks wit hin the st ate is we will do is reopen· the search. 
cqmmcntcd Douglas P. Wachholz expenSive and non-compulsory. We will inquire as to some To _Be Or ·N_ot .To Be befo r e a b o u L· t we nty- fiv e Mr. Wachholz stated that at modificati ons of the formal 
concernc'tJ studen.ts and faculty qri timeS it was di fficult to speak requirements," Dean Schwartz 
Monday t Fe,bruary I0. with composure about the South concluJed . by Herald Price Fahringer 
Mr. WachholzJ .i lawyer, is Afr ican legal system because of its 
di rector of the Afri can Legal " incredible· injustice.i' The Africa K dToday lawyers devoted to the defe nse of crimin al caSes face the 
Ass istance Projec l~ ;1 branch of the Legal Ass istaflce Project purports e n n e ygreatest challenge of their careen. Jhe ever-increasing complexity of Lawyers' Committee for Civil to att ack the system on two •the criminal law has placed heavy demands upon a defense lawyer's 
Rights Under · Law. The prpject, fr6 nts. ,,, s kknowledge, experience and stamina. No undertak ing requires deeper funded in ·1967 '. is an experi~ent The pro ject helps to support _f _' 0 peaprofessional commitments or greater devotion to a client's cause. 
to cooperate with South Afr ican what Mr. Wachholz termed "the The modern:day defense laWyer must be able to convoy his cl ient lawyers who arc standing up for five or six braVe advocates" who Prominent black feminist andthrough.a host of mine- laden hearings th at bear the curious names of human rights aga inst what Mr. are working fo r reform in South civil rights lawyer Flo Kennedy Hunl fey; Woa'e, Wlth-erspoOn, Simmons, Montgomery. and Aponte. He Wac hh o lz te rm ed a "vastl y- Africa. In this capac ity as a wi 1 I de liver a lecture Friday,must un~erstao~ tHe st range language of a Brady ·demand , a Ge/bard lega listic fasc ist state." fore ign legal aid clinic, the project February 28 , on "Law and the request ,.an•Eirihom inquiry, an Alford plea and transactional and use 
staff sends fu nds, briefs and. Pathology of Oppression '! as the immunity , He h as to know·the numerology of a Rute 35 proceeding, a expert witnesses for the defense guest of Distinguished Visitors 440 application; and a 2255 hearing. And to· mak.e matters worse, we q_f political prisoners. All of the Forum . The lecture is scheduled who ilre ca lled upon to ch~rt a course th rough th ese shifting rides of project 's assistance is necessaril y at 1 :00 p.m. in room 108. •the law are often steered by stars that are disturbingly in motion. 
"above boards/' as most of the Ms. Kennedy, a founder of theAdding to the solemnity of this occasion is the rea li zation that South Afri can lawyers ' activi ty is Feminist Par ty and a member oftoday swarms of special prosecutors, stri ke forces and extraordinary 
monitored by the secret police. th e Na t io na l Black Feminist 
Currently , the project staff is grand juries have been unleashed on an unsuspecting public. Many of Organization, is the author of twothese police groups have overrun the borders of ancient constitutional inVolved in a ciV il action against boo ks, Abortion Rap and (not yet 
the secret police for the alleged safeguards designed to keep a free people secure from the state. r e l ease d) Path o logy ofConsequently, now more th a'"n ever we owe it to the public, and torture of t~1reC Rh odesian Oppression, and an article onparticularly those caught in the path of these zealous investigations, to 
do everything possible . to furnish them with competent lawyers. women . "Women and the Law" in the 
anthology Sisterhood Is Powerful,Accordingly, a practitioner simply dare not venture into these dark Actions against corporations 
forests of the criminal law, overgrown with a multitude of fresh rules, Blatant exploiUtion On the domestic front, the on reserve iri the Library. 
without proper knowledge, training and experience. A general Mr. Wachholz indicated that projec t has brought actions Ms. Magazine has called Ms. 
practitioner is a luxury that our society can no longer afford. the. legal system of South Africa is again st American corporations Kennedy the Mark Twain of our 
And yet today the prestige of our profession is at its lowest ebb. based on what he called " the which have intere, ts in what Mr. age, and she has written, for 
The dreadful Watergate scandal, which convulsed this nation and blatant economic exploitation of Wachholz dubbed "the South samples: 
drenched the White House in shame, took its heaviest toll among ·the black majority by the 13% African fa scists .'; He also 11 Organize, Don 't Agonize." 
lawyers. Seven.teen attorneys were either convicU:d of serious crimes or white minority." The land in the admitted that this type of attack " If Men had abortions, abor­
dishonored i,y their misconduct. Their alleged misbehavior has cast a country is divided so that 87% of i s tedious and ex pen s ive . ti_on would be a sacrament." 
shadow across our whole legal sy-stem and has embarrassed us all . it is owned by whites, and blacks Although most of these actions •;oppression has at least four 
Integrity is the lifeline of our criminal justice system and when that is l h~ve. extremely limited legal rights (including a suit against a major dimensions : the personal or 
severed the whole institu(jon is imperiled. wllhm that area. Mr. Wachholz American oil company) were lost, psychological - like when you 
' Even more frlahtening Is the fact that only recently our profession went on t.o explai~ that in order · Mr . Wachholz feels that this yourself believe that you 're a big 
ha, been pshed to its very roots by glaring e,amples of incompetency. for blacks to survovo, the~ must strategy increases the because society keeps telling zero 
Last year, the N- York Court of Appeals in lhe uBrttn case (34 car~ passes and work on the corporations ' awareness of the you so. The private - like when 
N.Y,2d 257) reversed the defendant's conviction beause of defense whote-owrud land ~r~H- issue of human rights in South some employer tries to mike out 
. coumet's unfitness, The court in icalding Janau• declared : "Defense Employmenw:ontracts are hmoted Afrla. with you when you • •k for a job, 1 
counsel. .. has rendered the trial a farce and a mockery of justice." to 1 2-18 months so that no Mr . . Wachholz justified the The public - like when the gov-
Other Instances of disaraceful profeulonal failures have stalked political identity develops with in efforts of the project by claiming ernment takes the money you 
across the paps of.the reports of federal and state courts throuahout the bJ;ick working community. that the few black leaders in need for childcare centers •nd 
the nation, Th- derelictions are by no means representative of the Blacks found within the "white" South Africa are bein1 kept alive uses it to kill people in lndochin•. 
entire profepion but unfor.tunately have ovenhadowed some stunning areas without pa,ses are arrested by its efforts. The state is so far And the cultural - like when the 
.it~lS~f abfe defense Jawyen 'worklna under lhe most adverse and can'- held Indefinitely upon from revolution that; presently, history books attribute everything 
c:ond(tlqn,-. we m111t all acknowtedp that slipshod and the desire of one pollce officer "this is our only wedge ," we did, and invented to some guy 
· ' _ rontlnuodon- 7 and line maaimate. Furthermore, concluded Mr. Wachholz. we worked for." 
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SBA: A Choice 
On Wednesday and Thursday of next week, students 
have been invited to quite literally determine the directions 
and prior~ties of the Student Bar Association in the coming 
year. The determination will affect, in one way or another, 
every student at the law school, for despite occasional 
denigration of the SBA, the organization and its activities 
influence all facets of law student life. 
Opinion is presenting the election statements of 
executive office candidates on pages four and five of th is 
issue. We believe that there are obvious differences in the 
emphases of the two platforms and that the student body 
has a true choice as to SBA 's future . 
Every student has some responsibility in respect to the 
outcome of the election, to the same extent that the 
outcome of the election will have an impact on every 
student. The relative success or failure of the SBA next year 
will inevitably reflect on the reputation of the law school. 
First-year students will have to live with this reflection for 
another two years as law students; second-year students will 
be affected by the school's reputation when seeking 
placement next year; while third-year students (who often 
seem reluctant to vote in their last year) will have their 
careers either aided or hindered by the p.rofession 's image of 
their alma mater. SBA 's performance bears on all of these. 
We urge students of · all ·. classes to consider the 
candidates' qualifications, their platforms, and their 
aspirations for SBA, and then to vote on their relative 
merits. If. each of us takes this -responsibility gerinusly, a ll of 
us will ultimately benefit. 
Please vote : February 26th and 27th; Second Floor 
across from the Library . · ' 
by Ian DeWul 
During our college education 
we are invariably counseled to 
take out student loans when 
finances are tight. However, little 
concern is given to the financial 
consequences of compounding 
large debts except that the debtor 
will have ten yea" to repay. I 
thought it might be worthwhile to 
describe a typical repayment plan 
in order that future borrowing 
might be more informed. 
A student will typically 
accumulate two different types of 
loans: National Direct Student 
Loans (NDSL( and New York 
Higher Education Assistance Act 
Loans INYHEACJ (or their 
equivalent from other states). The 
repayment schedule for each type 
is computed independently. This 
means that you will receive two 
bills a month for repayment of 
student loans. 
I was unable to secure a typical Diploma forms are available for 
repayment schedule for NYHEAC June 1975 graduates. Please see , 
loans; however, I did obtain a •Lilly Nelson in -306. befoi<0 , 
sample repayment plan for NDSL February 27, 197-S. Ybur ,name . 
loans. I assume that · they are· will be reptilited:on your-diploma .. 
comparable, with · one important· as ·ii appear:s oh:-yciur-p'erlnanent' i 
difference: even · ttiough· you are 
allowed ten years to· repay" your 
NYHEAC loan, this is reduced if· 
the ten year period added to the 
time elapsed from your first loan 
to date of ·graduation exceeds 
fifteen years. 
For a student who has received 
an· aggregate of $5,000 in NDSL 
during their college ~ducation, the 
monthly repayment will be 
$49.00 for ten years. Again, you 
will get an additional bill of , 
comparable amount if you have a 
similal" sum outstanding in 
NYHEAC loans. 
This can be a substantial 
financial burden to assume wihtin 
record card unless· this'· form is 
filled out otherwise: · 
The Business and Professional 
Women 's · Club is 'offering · a 
scholarship for 'women in 
academic fields leading to a career • 
in business or the professions. 
Please see me in Room 303 to 
pick up an application. You must 
be a resident of Buffalo 
· · 
Ih .order . io ·complete · your 
financial .. aid . application ·for the· · 
1975 sch90I 'year, you; must file 
Form UB 'by March , 1, i\'ith the 
nine months of graduation and "Financial 'Aid . Ofri ce, - '312 · 
should be considered when 
·5tockton· Kim~all",:ower, This is a 
decis ions are made to' secure ldall 
·very:fi (~: deadline '. · .. · · · . · 
funds 




It seems eons ago but the Great Merriment attended this it will be to nomiriate ·a new slate 
L.S.A. Christmas Party did put us affair. Our thanks to the Kitchens of officers, to be presented to the 
all in a -receptive mood -for the for the kind use of their home, general-membership at the March 
holidays and we (spouses as well ·· on ··February 4th · ·the •grcfup :- b"u•sin:ess--:'moetlng. · On· 'ifl'e' 
as st.udents) managed to forget the met at Mr. and Mrs. Greiner's Committee are -Sue -Moran, •Steve 
· ,mmediacy ' of exams ' : , at least '! h"ome , fot the •monthlydm'eetin9: ·., r- l!l>leOribA/•:rl>;,w •Sftbrlll, • •dlndy 
for' a night! 1he 1',qubr· Raffl~, .;Mr. • Greiner was•'"" gucistrspealrel>- ,1•Monatelll~0nlfr~tt~mm <ftilit~.l 
• ·11ield ·at ' th·e •-h!ei·ght of the t fo •r ·,the .. eve·ning·••alid .·wils,,, ,£lectiorls1wOl :bS-hi,1d1;n,1f,e{Ap,tt, 
festivities, Retied , $198 . for,, tl,e ,fascinatinr,. on the broad subject business meeting. Please ch<!oltMolasse-s --.fu.. Febniary-, 
Scholarship Fund . We want to of taxes. A -lively discussion your newsletters for candidates . 
thank everyone who worked on followed. It was an appropriate and reminde" of the date of the 
. Like he molasses in dead the Raffle . and mos.I tepecially choice. of topic. as it se~med .to be ., elections .If you cannot attend the t_ _proverbial wiriter, grade. 
reports have - been . ·oozing·; rn dribs· and drab·s; onto ilie· 
bulletin board for the consumption of grade-starved 
students. 
Opinion has complained before, and will likely have to 
complain again, aliout the attitudes of a faculty who can 
insist upon student adherence to deadlines while scoffing at 
deadlines of their own. Hypocrisy, it used to be called; now 
it's termed academic freedom. 
Though there is a deadline for submission of grade 
reports, four weeks following the date of the last exam, it 
has been observed more in the breach than in compliance, 
and even so it is ridiculously long. If the faculty are serious 
about such a deadline at all, it is incumbent upon them to 
first, attach some sanctions to it and second, to reduce it to 
a more reasonable period, perhaps three weeks following the 
date of the particular final exam. 
In the alternative, students should consider choosing 
their own examination days this spring, following the 
example of our mentors. 
Step in Right Direction 
The "early" calendar proposed by Registrar Charles 
Wallin is definitely a step in the right direction . The 
proposed schedule, while eliminating a couple of holidays 
·and beginning immediately after Labor Day, would put an 
end to a traditional abomination: the nec.essity of studying 
for exams over the Christmas break . Shortening the time 
between the end of classes and the beginning of exams to 
three days would enable all tests to be completed before the 
vacation. 
The calendar would also feature the spring semester 
exams ending earlier, in line with the Universify's regular 
schedule. Though the stiortening of the study period still 
leaves a calendar beginning in late August with a week-long 
pre-exam study period as the best alternative, the proposed 
calendar goes a long way to remedy many of the problems 
relating to the present one. 
Rcibcrfa -and Steve ·Pheterson (for · a subject very close to our pocket next meeting. Everybody who is a 
selling God knows how many books this year (if not our hearts). dues-paying member of the 
tickets) and Cindy and --Don At the business meeting which Association is strongly, urged to 
Mona_celli . for doing every'thing preceded Mr. Greiner's remarks, exer,cise their franchise and vote. 
else including lending their home details of upcoming events were Co m_ing . up . , . _ :General 
for the party and the Raffle - discussed,. including a .theatre ... M.ee.ting .. and .lect•«<March :4th; ­
drawing. party to Studio Arena. Theatre, • . tl)e _play. P..S. -- Yo.ur. Cot,Is O.od, 
The next activity, following the next fund raisi.ng-event (which ;March. 22; ;Studio. Arena:Theatre. 
the Christmas Party was our first. will be .~eld som~tim!-!" _April) _Our mo~t sincere than~s to 
meeting of the new year held at 
Dean and Mrs. Schwartz' home. 
Projects for the coming semester 
were discussed. The mini-lecture 
was given by Norm Rosenberg. 
Mr. Rosenberg generally confined 
himself to the activities of the 
Clinic Program and the Simulated 
Law Firms experiment. The 
discussion of these programs was 
enlightening, informative, useful 
and entert.aining. 
Also at the January 7th 
meeting .. . Nancy Kitchen was 
elected Call Tree Chairman. And 
speaking of Nancy, she was the 
recipient of a surprise award at 
the Christmas Party. The members 
of the Association presented her 
·with a pewter bowl in 
appreciation of her hard work and­
dedication. Nancy resigned the 
Presidency of the Associatic;m last 
October for pe"0nal reasons. 
Traveling onward ... February 
1st was the day L.S.A. members 
treated themselves to a roast b~f 
dinner (cooked to perfection by 
Cindy"Monacelli). A silent'auction 
was held for some of the most 
remarkable junk ever collected in 
one place. It all managed to be 
redistributed to new homes and 
the astonishing sum .of $.22 was 
added to the Scholarship Fund. 
and th·e·Association• Ban·q~et (also : OJ,an a~.d;~s. ~hwar~d.lf. •and 
scheduled for ·sometime:i!f April) . Mts. Greiner; Nancy ana Dennis 
· Kitchen, Don and Cindy 
Tina .Stoufer, Presi"dent, Monacelli for Jhe use of their 
announced the formation of a homes .and for their hospitality to 
Nominating Committee whose job the Association . 
.SBA Nominating Petitions Deadline: 
Tomorrow - February 2 /. 
12:00 Noon 
Room 504 
Don Lohr's or Bette Gould~· 
Mallf,ox , ' 
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With-Cal Brady· Federal Tax:z 
by C•rl S. Herinser 
'fhe nameplate on the desk says "Mary .Music - Pe·,_ not free form, it's hippy-dippy, it's 1968, that we're ten 
son" but _she's •lso the secretary, and today she would years behind the times. There's a fetish people have in 
rather be in,bed •. lt's,4.p.m. and. things.are hectic. People radio about being Number One. It's like an infantile arrog-
are, running around, talkjng on phone, and to.each other ance, a Ron Radio Orgasm Syndrome, When I designed the 
di:;c;ussing, ·ber.ating, writjng ad copv and making deadlines'. structure of what we do on the air, 1 knew we weren't 
The_SQUnds .of. WB~F ar~..coming ,over :tt,e speakers, flash, going to be Number One. We're after people 18_35, male 
bulbs.a,~ ~0P.Ping, .P.ola'..oigs a,_e gevel.oping, Acc~rding to .and. female, intelligent and/or well-educated, a minute 
Mary Music, ~ short while il&O one could die in the office amount of interest in music; people who are sensitive, sin-
and . no one would know for .;,eek;, T~•~ · ,progressive cere, and appreciate the same. 1don't think there's enough 
music, and Cal Brady, returne'd to Buffalo radio. of that to go around in Buffalo. Big deal we're not Number 
Back•ip i68, ~t.age JS., Cal Brady starteidoingshol\'S One, we don't get the people who voted for Nixon, who 
on pre,~HD. WYSL-FM. (They thought he was 16,) t;te was have IBM stock, who chew bubble gum. That's not every-
on the air-ten.hours per·day, acted as program coordinator thing. It's nothing, 
and at the same ti.me .was auditinihis senior year in high CSH: Doesn't the owner want to be.Number One, or Two, 
school. He was. inexP.licabJy fired after a short illness but or Three? · 
·still feeling that there was a piace 'tor .FM rock he la~ded CB: When you're l, 2, or 3 it's only relevant to the demo-
in Hartford, Conn. on \VHCN (sister station of WBCN-Bos• graphic area you reach. Ours is the professionals, aware 
ton), It was tiring ,working. )Vith others who got stoned six · purchasers of consumer items. It's amazing how many 
days. a week, "having flashbacks and all the other things people listen to this music who are older, settled into the 
you see on Mod Squad." 11American Dream ." We're trying to reach them by relying 
p,o•~~~~t; !~f;);:~~~,::t~~~'.k:~.;;:,n~~.,2i_;~n~u:~~; ~~~v;~ac':.~ i~,'sd:h:;~:i~~:~~ to '71. It's not how many 
sho~s Qf_.th, at. n_at_ui'e_, After f0rmjng a production company 
will) ao old friend . (the/re stiU in i-t togeth_er), Cal went 
bac_~ to Wf~D; bu~ Yfas,fireP .on :the air. for ba~~'!'outhing 
the1.r pe)V Tqp 50 ~lbµr11 Jormat.in early 1973. He was out 
o.f radio until Bob ,Allep. ~ai,led . t,im ori_e right .at 2 ·a.m. 
from a West SenecaJ;,ar, wanting him to help "The Home 
of Blended Music" become "Radio Free Buffalo." So shall 
it written, so shall it be done, 
. . • • , ·, ,. 
C:5H A • fi d . h th sat: re you rs 1• w,t e way th ings are?CB· definitely WE have 100 000 w tt d ' tf 
int~ all sorts ~f nooks and cr~nni~s·. ~a~' r:~io;:r~ea ~eas~~~ 
but we have listeners in Toront6, Hamilton and Rochester. 
Wfre piped into Buff State. Lots of good things are hap-
pening. ·, , 
CSH: Are there any problems with the FCC, if you're 
playing things that are saying things the FCC doesn't want 
to hear on the air? 
CSH: Why did .tl_'~•~~i?,n..gopnigfes~re? ·.. ;- '.. · .' :- . CB: ' l;ir_st-.df all, the number of prosdrug songs that have 
CB: Among other"things, otherintere,ted people had m·en- 'musical ·and lyrical merit are far and few between. Most of 
tion_ed it to .the owner, including his son. There was an the songs to ?egin with are anti-drug. " 
by Gerald R, Schultz . 
r----------------------, 
This column will discuss tax reform and the effect5 
of the existing tax system, two subjects that ,.c,fve 
little or no attention In the tax cour,es offered at this -
school, It Is my position· that It Is equally Important to 
learn the effects of•the low one Is dealing with as to• 
learn the low Itself. It Is also my position that the 
federal tax law as · Ii Is now written operates to 
subsidize the rich and corporations and that this bias 
should be reversed to favor the non-rich. 
The following Is on ort/c/e-wrltten by Donald E. 
Smith, staff economist for the Notional Rural Electric 
Cooperative Association: 
. _continued from last Issue 
It has long been debated how to consider tax savings 
resu Iting from I iberalized depreciation. The noted 
economist Paul Samuelson has stated that "the extremely 
rapid rate of depreciation . .. is, of course, not 
depreciation, .but a type of subsidy." Others, such -as 
::~•it T~:~:~; ,t~:1::r.v ~a;~~tp~~:;::d~f ~~n~~: 
payment." In refutation, Professor Robert Eisner of . 
Northwestern' University has asserted that it "Involves a 
permanent, repeating, and accumulating loss in tax 
revenues." Professor Alfred E. Kahn of Cornell University 
states that those who maintain the loss is permanent "are 
more right than wrong, P.rovided the company's total 
investments .grow over time at a sufficiently rapid rate." 
Consumers of electric utilities may not anticipate 
benefiting from accelerat~depreciation through lower 
electric rates. In fact, the Senate report on the Revenue 
Act of 1971 specifically prohibited electric utilities from 
loweri~g !ates to reflect benefits derived f~om acc~lerated 
obvious hole in the market left by PHD when it was rep lac- CSH : How about obscenity? . _ , ,,· .d~prec1at1on. _In the absence of rate reductions an increase 
ed_ by_ wysL AM/FM_. and a huge audience that wasn't CB:- The announcers and I are r~sponsible to_ make sure 
being reached. As a middle-of-the-road station it [WBUF] that no obscenity gets· on the air. Whether it has, is, a· 
!,laJ;t ,i:ilcii ,r~tings;• in .some p.laces .it was receiying .nQ n:ie~s-. differ:ent matter,. CertaJn,l,Y,. w_e pqn',t go ou.t qf our way to 
urable ,•udrl'flce, nlmg,.. The last three or four .years it --pro-gram it. " . · 
n~verdi<!,.~nylhjng. ,._ -: . .. . . _.,. , . . CSH: Like John Lennon's"WorkingClassHero." 
ybni1Jl• ,11!111!P~ w,:t11ay~<WPJl<j~g1her.~ ,W'.Qr,k, here :be<>a1JS1'1 :CB1, l've .. play~d ;lhat on th~ aj,, ~uring ,a11; i~terview with 
~Jll!IIO IN~.format.,iTh~W~•n®mak<ng,a,.hell of• lot of, F-CC CommissiQn~r, Ni.ct,.,ola1 Joh11son after Agnew's black-
rt1~y..,i/m, IID.lrlT:he!fi,ct>few.moi\th~.. here l,didn'! rria~e a . list of records., It was a ,weird·,thing/ I couldrr't •picture for 
dime.~ .,.,,,_.,'! ." ,, ~,.,1'1 , .. , ,~•;,., , . . , ... ~.,:,• - 1 ., ~, , , . , . , , ,•the. life .of.me getting busted with an FCC Commissioner in · 
CSH : Steve Goldfinger· {Sales Manager] said everyone is in the studio. - · · · 
it for the radio and not for the mon~y. You can •get it out of the song, but it's a pain in the 
CB: As an example, John farrell and Ken.Wein.-[•lso origi-.. ass. Some songs I don't play because I consider them in 
nal WYSL-FM staffers] and myself have not been in-radio, poor taste : There. are a bunch of songs like that. There's a 
haven't sought jobs. •We'Fe here because we want to be tradition of male chauvinism· in radio. It's about time 
here, not because we need the work: ' · people started realizing there are female folk out there that 
'" ,ts ra.te of p,ofit should result. . . 
According to _the Federal. P?wer ~mmission, the 
amou~t ~f. _liberalized deprec1at10~ .of investor-owned 
-elec)rJ< Yt1ht1e, amounted to $2,0 billion as _of December 
31, 1972._The total accumulated deferred income taxes 
was $2·8 billion. . . . . . 
The accele'.ated deprec1at1on ~rov,~,o~s will bestow a 
greate'. tax savings_ on the electric u~1ht1~ than on any 
?ther industry .. It 1s a tax benefit wh1_c_h_ ~II! cont~nu~ _to 
mcre,ase, ar~ ,Y/l~rve; to;red!:JCO; th<::U!!l1J1e! ~ \iab~ity_, 
1 th 
" e future. Tax-Free Dividends 
_. Sinc,e 1954, electric JJtililiei ~ave paid ov~r $2.5 · 
bili'icin lri ' iax:free · dlvidends. to" thefr. stockh~ldeis. The . 
1954 tax law, which made this possible, stipulated that 
when utilities use accelerated depreciation, "regulatory" 
CSH :, The station · is free form. You -said that's basically . don't like to be thought of as trees and animals an0 assort• . !n~ome will exceed "tax" income. "Tax" incdme may be 
playing.what you want to.play? . · · • , · •ed other items. msuffi~ient to cover dividends. To the extent this happens, 
CB:· LabeJ, ,bolher .. me .. Rather · th'an tell- the, peqple what CSH: This was.- middle-of-the-road station. What d.id you the d1v1dend payments are judged to be a return of capital 
the sllltion ,fs·all about, Jisten',10 ii/ that's all I' ask, let them do (for albums)? to the investor, and he does not pay taxes on them . 
"'.:"EJ!!~·•.;oo~tfI;h In aiG~rel -~-~-· 
by }eff Chamberlain 
, " l·have at all ·times hated'all governments:" 
' • ~ Janothon Swift · 
, . •, 
1 The Student B~r Ass0ciation consists of an 
indeterminate number of unexceptional law students: and 
is famed chiefly as a soporific. Ii has two organizational 
pur~oses. The first is to provide ·a student voice in the 
. 'running of the school. To this quixotic end, the august 
body meets interminably; <febates tirelessly, and irwariably 
artives at a conclusion whiCh 3.damantly rejects, 
whOlehearteclly indorses, unequivocally supports', sets up a 
cofflmittee, postpones for future consideration, suggests 
re5Pectfully, is outraged by, promises fast act,ion upon, 
drafts a report about, authorizes, points out the merits of1 
eliminates, or otherwise p,retends th•t it is· nothelpless. 
\ : SBA's other purpose is to disperse student fees to the 
mv.riad ' 'lioriris · o( organizalions ·which · 'clam·or ' for our· . 
m.;ney, "This is · ·generally considered to be the ·more 
important 'bf tHe two (unctfons, though almost all of the 
members' time and energy is spent on the former. 
, The )>rlicess by which one becomes a member of this 
1 motley , throng is called an "election," This catastrophe 
oc~urs ea.ch ¥e'ar'..~bout" ,this time, .and is, among other 
thir,115 the finest , .free entertainment in Buffalo. It beats 
thq ,~'. any day of the week. • 
, The' fir,t' Inti/nation 'th'at the carnival is about to begin 
i~ :Usualf~ -~ ',J,ort "blurb in_Oplnion ' t6 the effect that 
•n;.one· u:itllreJll!d in runfllnB ,for. pne, of ·th~ p.lethoia o,f, 
v lfe-P~~sldencles, -' Oirectorsltlps, . ·Membershlps-At-La11e, 
•nf God-Kn'ows-Wh•t-Elses'• should return • ,_P!ti! ion to 
so-anil~ J iiy- ,uc:n~ncl-siicfi ~. " date. Amazlnaly, this 
innocuous-soundir.ig announcement seems to trigger some 
sort of path·ological reaction among altogether too many 
·normally right-thinking students who shoul~ know better. 
.BY the next afternoon, the corridors are crowdeg_ _with 
bright-eyed, eager people clutching sheets of paper which 
the rest of us simply must sign, and manufacturing 
sonorous phrases, inventing imaginary perils and imaginary 
defenses against t~em to convince us of it. There is, of 
course , nothing original about this as a political 
phenomenon, for American politics generally has 
degenerated int9 a mere pufsuit of hobgoblins: the voter, a 
coward as well as an ass, is forever taking fright at some 
new one and ele•cting some mountebank to slay it. What is 
· somewhat perplexing is why anyone at a law school should 
want to waste his time spouting geysers of fallacies and 
sentimentaliiies for so paltry a reward as the privilege of 
putting his SBA membership on a resume which won't be 
read anyway. 
As 'each candidate gathers momentum, it has become 
customary for him •to deface the walls with multi-colored 
posters which proclaim his own peculiar idiocies, He 
generally then seeks to inflict himself on several classes, 
groveling for votes on the strength of notions ("positions") 
the most noble of which may be flatterlnaly described as 
comprehensible. Last year saw the refinement of this 
burlesque Into a circus: there came upon us organized 
political machinery, the Committee fo,r an Active Student• 
Bar Associaiion or some such nonsense. This confederation 
of miscreants and reprobates was swept Into office on the , 
streng!h of Its promise "to do something." Whenthe dust 
cleared, the SBA treasurer had resigned, and her position 
was vac•nt for a tlm·e, these "actlvim" evincing "no 
immediate inte,;<1J5Jq ,the P'N~qn, ► m~ny . . ,., refl~t~ly 
fearing . .. too great a burden." (Opinion, November 14, 
1974]. As far as I know, C.A.S.B.A. has not been seen .nor 
heard of sioce. 
On election-day, tables are set up in the bake sale area 
of the second floor "lounge," and ballots are available for 
those ~ho wish to choose from the cafeteria of names and 
offices printed thereon. There is, so far as I am aware, no 
provision on the ballot for a simple vote of 11 no." After a 
few hours, the tables mysteriously vanish, the posters are 
torn down, the newly ;,lected SBA is promptly recognized 
by an article in Opinion , and all traces of the debacle 
disappear for another year. 
Texas State Senator "Babe" Schwartz tells the 
following story: "A seeing eye dog had peed on his 
master 's leg. The blind man stood still for a moment and 
then reached into his pocket for a doggie biscuit. He fished 
out that biscuit and leaned down and gave it to the dog. 
And when the ·dog took it, he patted its head . A bystander ,, 
obser\led this and was much touched. 'Why sir,' he said to 
the blind man, 11 see you've given that dog a biscuit even 
though he peed on your leg. You clearly recognize how 
much you depend on that dog, how much he does for you 
even though he's made this mistake, and you're 'treating· 
him kindly anyway. Sir, that's wonderful.' 
"And the blind man said, 1Listen, you jackleg. I gave 
the damn dog the biscuit so I could figure out where his 
head is so I can. kick the hmmm-hmmm out of his tail, •nd 
that's just what I'm fixing to do." 
f suggest that the present panache is an offer of a 
doggie biscuit, and if you're dumb enouat, to t•k• ii, you 
probably deserve what you 're going to get. I, of course, ~ 
not ~1-•II only O!UlOUrages them. , , t · · 
1 
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SBA CandidateM: .-: · - · · · - · 
Gerasia, Falk, Davis, Novae~ & ·solomon · 
Rosem•ry Gerasi• Cindy Falk 
Cliff SolomonC.thy Novack 
ROSEMARY GERASIA 
1st Vice President 
President 
CINDY FALK 
2nd Vice President J. GLENN DAVIS 
SecreWV CLIFF SOLOMON 
Treasurer CATHY NOV ACK 
(2) CONSTITUTION - A major o~erhaul o! ~he ~BA 
Constitution was begun by the previous admm1strat1~n, 
but n'ever finished. Numerous internal disputes regarding 
presidential powers and duties, and a pressing _nee~ for 
codified by-laws, makes updating of the const1tut1on a 
priority. 
(3) FACULTY-STUDENT COMMITTEES - Student 
representation on ..these committees is one of the most 
important means by which student input is made into law 
school policy and academic programming. Through the 
Faculty Student Relations Board, who determine the 
number of student positions on these committees, we will 
attempt to secure equal student representation on all 
committees. 
II. SECURITY 
Many of us spend much time after the twilight hours 
.studying in the library. We believe that in order to protect 
our own safety on this otherwise deserted campus at night 
we must have ad·equate security. This could be 
accomplished, depending on Student interest, either by 
· security guards or by an SBA-funded student patrol. The 
latter might consist of hiring students to both -patrol the 
building and staff an office phone. Thus, we would have an 
emergency phone service available lo us at all times during 
the evening ~nd weekend hours. 
111. CURRICULUM AND PROGRAMS 
(1) We feel that one of the most pressing needs in the area 
. of curriculum is for .a full semester legal research and 
. writing course. Professors Complain that stt.idents ' are · 
graduating from the /aw school with no idea of how to 
write a brief or adequately research a legal question . The 
of all law school organizations could also be available all 
day to provide advice on their activities. 
IV. FACILITIES 
While many of the problems we had last yea~ are . now 
cleared up there remain a few that should be dealt with 
immediately . These include: 
(1) The walkway from the building to the parking lot, 
which needs a handrail in order to prevent slipping, 
particularly in winter weather, and 
(2) The need for a health office. The need for a 
health-related facility in our building becomes ever more 
important with our growing population of faculty, staff, 
and students. It is our opinion that such an office should 
be open during peak traffic times, i.e., during class hours, 
and should be furnished with standard first aid equipment 
and cots. Accidents and illness are a part of life. We should 
be equipped to handle them. 
V. PLACEMENT 
. . 
Recently the administration appointed an assistant dean to 
supervise the placement of students in part-time jobs and 
upon graduation. While we might not agree with t~e,means 
of appointment, it is essential for SBf to cooper•\• with 
and to support this administrator to_Its fullest capacities. It 
is the responsibility of all of us -..:milin istraton; taculty 
and students .,. to take all steps possible to secure positions 
for students so that we can im'plement the legal training we 
have received. 
v1 : L1BRARY 
The situation in _t h'e , 'la"( ' l'ibrary; ' overcrowdi.ng; 
m-isplacement of '-rt!fe'rencC 'materials, and a gerleral · 
atmosphere hardly conducive to serious study, is of 
increasing ,o~c~rn to . law students, pai;ticularly,. during' 
. 'When you read · the following, you . will nor •be : mini-writing co.urs'es offered · to ' first-yea'r students 'sim'ply · examination periods. This problem ~an only be ;,ggravated , 
overburdened by a lengthy platform full of promises which are not doing the job and we cannot expect a seminar to as an ever-growing num~er of . ~t~d•t:11> ~iln usln_g the 
no candidate could ever begin to fulfill. Instead, we teach in-depth the complexity of legal research . We f~cilitjes on this cam·P.~! " anf r,1 Jll} 'flti>j~f.~d calendar 
present to you an outline of concrete programs and therefore will urge that the Academic· 'Prbgram ·ahd Prilicy changes' tllin~ tht' law·'[l'.,661 in '\Yne U.1th .ffie, rest of the 
Jiolic\~S )l'~jch r~alis,tic~lly c~n, ~nd. must,~• effect~at~d if . Commiuee.. instifute_-a" man_datory .full •semester research •! University. A _dialogu~ with ,~e adrrlllliU~ sho'l,ld be 
the SBA Is to be more than 1ust a figurehead organozallon. and writing course with credit for all first-year students. ... started immtdt>ttly wllh •an •eye' tillvifd'fi'tl\llhg a solution· 
: · • - • ·· · • · · • - · · · · · · before the start of spring semester exainlhatlqns'. 
I. INTERNAL SBA STRUCTURE (2) In line with improved communication and student 
participation we would like to have one day of the 1975 VII . ADMISSIONS AND FINANCIAL AID 
(1 ). Alth0UJh we feel that the past administration made a I Orientation ,Prag,am devoted exclusively to. small •group 
good slart at"reorganizing the SBA so as to make it more meetings of the first-year students with second- and (1) We feel that it is the responsi6ility of both the SBA 
accountable to the students, we recognize that there are third-year students who would not only discuss the and the Administration to actively recruit more women 
vast areas which are in need of improvement. One of the activities and services of our school but also would and minorities. This is especially important now that 
~ . ' .
most important of these is the relationship between SBA conduct informative tours of the faci lities. Representatives 
and the student body. Communication between the . , , . • 1· :- : 
students and their representatives seems to be totally 
lacking. Many students do not even know what the SBA 
does - and it is not the students' fault! The Student Bar Environment:Association Is the student body! If the SBA is to reflect 
the student interest, effectuate changes, dea.l effectively · 
with the administration and faculty, and determine law 
school policy and pr01rams, then it must work together 
with an informed and involved student body. In order to 
achieve this goal we propose the following: 
(a) An official SBA Publication: this would be published 
weekly by the SBA and distributed · to all students and 
faculty in the same fashion as the Opinion Newsletter. It 
would contain the minutes of the last SBA meeting, the 
agenda for. the next meeting and all_pther information of 
interest to the students, e.g., Faculty-Student Committee 
openings. It would also provide a forum in which all 
student representatives on Student-Faculty committees 
could report directly to the students. 
(b) Open Meetings: Although the SBA meetings •re now 
open to .the student body, the meeting time and 
inadequate notification do not facilitate student 
attendance. We will do everything possible to h•ve the 
meeting hour scheduled sometime during the week when 
more students would be able to attend, rather than late 
Friday afternoons. 
(c) SBA Office: The SBA office should be a place where 
any student can go for information and directions. The 
problem is that many times the office is not open and it is 
difficult, if not impossible, to find an SBA officer or 
director when you need one. We would require that each 
officer or director commit one or two hours a week to 
staffln1 the office so th•t the SBA will be entirely •••liable 
to the student body. 
(di Bul•tln Boord: The SBA .bulletin Board cin die 5th 
floor Is out of the main strum of ttudeftt traffic. We will 
;-.,u,11 S.U,buHetin board on the ·ht or lnd floor ln,Q<der 
• 10 -~--~t Information and notlceJ to the 11U11en1s. 
by Gerry Schultt 
Recycling of materials is one of those rare things that 
indisputably accomplishes several important things 
simultaneously. Recycling _conserves materials (thereby 
'saving raw materials}, conserves energy (because using 
recycled material uses less energy than · starting all over 
again), reduces the amount of solid waste, and, especially 
in the case of beverage contai~ers, reduces litter. II would 
make eminently good sense to start a national, large,scale 
recycling progr•m, as other countries have done. Why is 
this not being done? Good question. 
According to an EPA study by Eileen Clausen: "The 
packaging industry . . . accounts for SO% of all paper 
production, 87'!6 of all gl•ss production, 11'!6 of aluminum 
production, 20% of plastic production, and close to 9'!6 ·of 
steel production. The pr.oduciton of packaging raw 
materi•ls alone consumed 57'!6 of the U.S. industrial 
energy consumption in 1971. 
" . .. 90% of all packaging is discarded within • year 
of purch•se by the consumer. 57 million tons of p•ckaging 
enter the solid waste stream annually, including 13 million 
tons of bottles, 6 million tons of steel and aluminum cans, 
•nd 2 mll!ion tohs of plastics." 
The most obvious place to start is with carbon•ted 
beverage containers:· about h•lf of all food and drink 
containers are for beer •nd soft drinks. 25 years ago, niost 
of our beer. and soft drinks were ·sold in reusable bottles. 
Now, most of It Is sold in throw~way cans and bottles. 
Some of these cans and bottlei •re recycled (melted down 
•nd used In this way), but most •.re thrown •way, Into the 
prbage or alona roadsklei, parks or bNches. Shlftlns back 
to returnable, lleposlt bolllri would reduce this lltter. It 
would •Ito reduce solid w11te, con- aluminum, steel 
and sl•ss, and comerve -SY. A non-returnable ,ysr.m 
uses 4.7 times as much 1tW1V as a rearmable one,.The 
ener1y .sand Is equal to 1011uclear .,_.,. planta oi-,r•tina 
at maximum capacity (which they never do) or 5 million . 
gallons of gasoline per day, which is in tum eq(JAI to the 
estimated energy yield by 1987 from a crash j:,roaram to 
develop oil shale. Such• pr6gram would •produce a volume 
of waste rock equal to 6 Lincoln Memorillsevery d•y. All 
we have to do to pin • these •berieflts Is return to· using 
returnable, deposit bottles: The price o'f th<i beverage will 
not go up - it is cheaper even now to buy it in returnable 
containers, which makes sense because when you buy it in 
a throw-away container, you are paying for the container 
too. The number of jobs lost will be small, if •ny are lost 
at all. Certainly jobs will · be lost •t the can and' bottle 
plants, but more people will be needed to handle and ship 
tne return•bles. The bl1 central brewerieS: thilt depend on 
throw-away •containers'. 'will •'be ·obsolete, which -~ the 
reason the major brewers fanatically oppose this chan1e. 
The effect ,will be to , decentr•lize the brewing Industry, to 
reverse the trend 11>>1 has s-een•the ,number·ofbreweries in 
the country go from 283 In 19S~ ll> 64 m1974,
, ' , , , ,r, r; ," , ,. ; ,,-,,, 1~•:.I 
WHERE ·YOU CAN RECYCLE · , 
Buffalo : Glass & paper - UB M•ln Caml)us; Glass - M•in 
& Delevan, Central Park Plua, Park Edp, 930 
McKinley; C.ns - Republic Steel, 117 S. Park ' 
Locltowonno: Cans - Bethlohem Steel, Gate 7 
Amherst: Paper - St. John Lutheran, 6S40 M•ln · St., 
632-6S77, Tues.-Frl., 9-3, S.t. 9 :30.12; curbllde paper 
and metal pickup, call 631,5990. ', . • ' 
Hombutp, Town: Gla1&,CIM - 6100'5olilh P.ark; P'ap,er -
BIUlblrduundry,l'leallntAve. Si< ,I •,: • .,,I 
Hombutf, .VJ/.:.4l 1"-11nt•Mll.f Matl~Sil.\'1-4. · • 
Ordwd 'llrtrlt, ·Tqw,,: •Glus,cani•-'1'llwil'f41111way Dept., 
110 Hiplllnd; Pilper.-1..+350 S.lf-tvllir1t11;•., •• 
OrchordPlll;lt\ VI/log,: - Papff WNkly llltkuptt~, .,, •,·. ,· , , 1 
OPINION Page five 
SBA Candidates: 
Bowie·; Alcock, Edgette & Zaetsch 
The Candidates. . . . Last to have decided on his candidacy, though the 
S • • original drafter of much of the platform, is Ray Bowie, 1fulfill u:i" Y.ar:o~• can ~mplam that SBA has fai led to who is seeking to provide a responsible alternative for 
I 1d fi s po ntia s, an any number of people can the SBA Presidency. As ~ first and second year SBA 
e me some of them, but those who aspire to SBA director, as former editor~in-chief of Opinion, as 
~ffices ml!st also be expected to know how to realize director of the Distinguished Visitors Forum and as a 
ose potentials, as that is the true nature of the public past representative on a number of facul;y student 
:~s~:'anted by •l~ction. W~ believe that, while we committees, Ray lends the platform the well•;ounded 
g our campaigns as independent ca_nd1d~tes, experience with issues, people, ·and institutions 
~g~th~r we represent a balance of qualifications required of an SBA President who must be able to 
indicating knowledge of _the mechanics of getting things supply reliable leadership in a v~riety of contexts. 
doneEa~ well as of the vision of what needs to be done. The development of our platform is unusual in 
ric Zaetsch, candidate for Treasurer, is a member that much of the platform existed as a statement of 
Ray Bowle Scott Alcock 
... 
, ,P.aul·Edaette. Eric Zaetsch 
President: RAY BOWi E 
1st Vice President: SCOTT ALCOCK 
2~d,.Vip~ Pres,ident: . , ~Al,IL EDt;;ETTE • ;,.. .. ~ 
Trea,urer:- , • 7 ·"' ERIC ZA°ETSCH 1 
Outline of Piatfo rm 
, .,i Ji',,, r fP.!lf.~inatiP.l\ •"!ill:1 .W~n&ther,ing, 11rofessi011al11 
l?J,agram cpncentrations and meeting 
deficiencies. 
C. Schoq~ _j/lqy/llJ ~Fil<~-11/J4~1\t ~Q4f~ pr.efereoces 
indica_ted on questionnaire last fall, and fill 
gaps as P,rofessqrs depart. 
D.. Liberali"zation of interdisciplinary study 
. prograf'lS is needed, reversing trend toward 
restriction . 
. II ; • Placement: · 
A. ·strong suppo[l;or dual director system,.,b.9th 
"iplil(e" aAd ''o ~~e" ~lacement ljl<ViQ,s. 
B. Ml!ral~a11d,;iC · ~si-Yl,J;n'anclabll.pp&t/of 
111~."-Jtu&ent .Plilcetirent 'Cominittee"s -~ff~rts 
toward first-rate placement facilities. 
C. SBA insistence -upon full student participation 
; ·,. -,.. 1ifl 1th~ r'9pened, search for placement director. 
Ill . L"'~: , , , , . 
A .. .. Suppqrt. (or , administrative autonomy of the 
. . . , ,-1,,~ v, ;~ibrary , .from ,the , University library 
•. 0 , ,ystel}l_. ,., . 1.'' , , JI. ,, ..~eaulati<>O of underJr~duate use: restriction to 
• ~ppor, j'loprs,. al.lowing law siudents better 
1 
acces$ Jo resources-of lower floor:s. 
C. Allocation of study .areas between smokers and 
non-smQkers. , 
IV. U,ed ~kS1-:. , 
SBA sponsonhip of a used book store as a student 
service. . , , . ., , , 
of the Placement CommiJtee and has reported on law proposed SBA priorities before' ·mere were any 
~tool developments for Opinion, on which he is photo declared candidates for eltction 
1 
indeed even before 
~ itor. Scott Alcock, running for l~t Vice, President, elections were announced That several independent 
as be.en an SBA direc_tor this year and has served onre SBA B~dget C?mmltlee. Paul Edgette, campaigning 
or 2nd . Vice Pre_s1dent, 1s an accounting student with 




Student Bar Association elections ~re with us again, 
generating reactions ranging from the feverish campaign 
fervor of a few to the speculation of many as to why these 
few ever bother getting feverish over something like SBA 
to begin with. It's a good question, particu larly considering 
., the number of other activities worthy of a law student's 
fervor, and one that demands some straight answers. ' 
, I' , As candidates running for SBA offices on a common 
piaiform;· We . WoUld De' 'si·rTip1y · dislngCnuOuS' were WC to 
deny the inherent limitations upon SBA's efficacy in 
school governance, its past failure to perform in many 
,. , ~ - :• , . -!, , , ... , " ·. r . , . ,, ,. .. . •. ,, are~~ ..wher.~ i! ,~0'-:11'! be ,c.ffectiye, qr ev~n ~hat ther~ ~r~ 
I: . 1 Profess1on~I Proairam: better things for many law students io do with their time 
:Lb11~1ii;l;b ~,,e~g,er~rn1n~tJ,9r., o/itrysre,~,f9rw:t <?f1 than to po~r it into SB~ ha,,1e~. . 
:i rlr lo J.?!I'? , c~}mnr1; ' :t 6rf~n~~t a.r,W, ~rn~f.icaL~~~ . ,i yet,,p_espite _ii~ li~l,t~~io_~s, ~~A rs necess~rv,, bot~ to 
~rl bl~o:la I~ nbr, 'irlr :lr iw ~!1!.f•1II iii f., · 1 1:. ,r;,,r, 1 p11ote,ct1 Ylttdent " interes·ts· • within •. -the " institutional 
framework of the. law school and to furnish students with 
law-related activities complementary to those available in 
the classroom. Due lo this necessity, SBA's failure to fulfill 
some potentials should not obscure the potentials 
tt>emselves. The•" product · of. ·mtlcli •.delib-.rnion ••and ) 
involvement, our platform presents, we believe, a 
comprehensive program to realize SSA's pot'entials, and 
this is what accounts for our fe~or. 
I. PROFESSIONAL PROGRAM 
Pirmea\jn$ both• faculty and student governance this 
year ~as: b~\i \fie •; question of academic priorities .and 
resource allocation. An open ieller addressed to the 
· faculty last fall by a number of concerned students 
cautioned against a weakening of professional program 
concentrations, while the results of a questionnaire on 
course preferences indicated strong .student support in all 
three years for courses closely related to the practice of 
law and the major specializations therein. 
This examination of academic priorities has proven to 
be one of the healthiest developments in recent years for 
unanimity among both faculty and students as to priorities 
to be followed and deficiencies to be remedied. 
While the law school must assuredly continue to 
experiment with new forms of legal education, hopefully 
with emphasis on expanding the variety of clinics and 
other means of teaching practical legal skills, 
V. ,Fi~ial,.6.ld:, . ,•: . , . . . , .· . .... experimentation will be better. coordinated _with 
A. 1. Monltorina - of . the . effect ·of financia l aid · strengthening present concentrations in the professional 
criteria upon law students. program and meeting existing deficiencies. 
ii. , .::N~qtiatii>n with f:inancial Aid • .office for · Just as the initiative f'.or thi~ ca!"'e largely fr?m 
r.estor,1tion of recent aid cut-backs, appealing students, SBA must remain active in watchdogging 
to f!'ls, ,Kotter. if necessary; , • , . , · , academic• developments, · providing constant s_tudent input 
C. Opposition to reduction in minority student on professional interests, now courses and clinics, and.on 
financial assistance neoded ·tor legal education. •· the success or failure of e,cperimental pro1rams. 
VI. Olher 1-: We believe that SBA should consider itself obligated 
A. ,Sqppcl(I of "early stop" calendar, pr_~posing to Insure that the student course preferences lnd!cated on 
· . cert.lln: modifications. , the questionnaire are heeded by the faculty 1n future 
B. Reducing and enforcin1 deadlines for posting curriculum decisions. We urge, too, that SBA exert 
of arades. . pressure to guara~tee that pps in course offerl_ngs created 
.. c;.. . , D,finltlvo questionnaire on grading system by several upcoming faculty departures are q~1ckly filled . 
, ,, ., ,' , . pr.,ferences. . -, The. law school ought also to facilitate law students'1D. Beuer adva11ce plannln1 of. course sequences. entry Into Jolnt-dearee pro.,arns, for lncreaslnsly lawyers 
,.E.. .1;.s..ar.i.,,-tlon to,, Jaw• .1111terills In new with skills In related disciplines are beln1 southt on the job bookstore• .• ,/, , , ., .•;- . ..... . : .,',, . market, SBA must resls1 -..-11t trends toward resulctln1 
F. ;..JS~~ 19, 1nture. •adeQ111te ,jlarkina ,and access to Jolnt-de1ree propams, Llbenllutlon of 
,,,, ic)6if:~;next ,ear, "9ltlc,n, s111e -DOT to lntenllscipllnary study, rather than ill restriction, Is 
even reluctant, -cahdidates · were later dr~wn to it and 
decided to run together on it is perhaps the best 
indication of the platform's strength. 
We hope, of co~rse, that this bodes well for the 
success of our campaign. 
To the Voter: -
As the incumbent President and Treasurer, 
respectively, of the Student Bar Association, we believe 
that next week's elections for SBA officers afford 
students the opportunity .to insure outstanding 
leadership in SBA next year. Therefore, we endorse 
Ray Bowie for SBA President. 
We have both worked with Ray in a variety of 
areas related to SBA and can readily attest to his 
capabi li ty, responsibility, and conscientiousness in 
public trust. 
Mr1 , Bqwie .. ha~ . served . the student body in 
numerous capacities over the last two years, through 
Opinion, through SBA, through Phi Alpha Delta, and 
through several faculty -student committee 
,appointments. His performance in these functions has 
indicated a devotion to student interests which has 
transcended partisanship and ideology, and this is what 
we feel is necessary for a successful SBA President. 
As SBA officers, we have strived for an SBA that is 
representativ.e and effective. To this end, we endorse 
Ray Bowie for the SBA Presidency and urge you to 
vote for him on February 26 and 27. 
•, ... , ., • . . , ,-., · ·-A '-'.- ,-. ·· 'Ed~::,:,, 
II. PLACEMENT 
No less important than a strong professional program 
is the need for continued SBA support for the 
improvement of placement services, a goal which has been 
undoubtedly harmed by the waning commitment of the 
Administration. A solid academic curriculum without 
adequate placement for graduates is virtually useless to 
most students here, as was recognized in the 
recommendation of the ABA/AALS inspection leim three 
years ago that the school improve placement services if it 
was to aspire to first-rate status . 
The recent actions of the Administration, which SBA 
deplored t,e·cause they were undertaken without student 
consultation, have effected a ·serious set-back to the 
the law school, for it has yielded a surprising degree of. concept of a dual-director placement system, wherein the 
·
0 
, • ,NliMI ,Mlllloporl bottleneck, ' , , • Ntded. . , • , • • autonomy .w.UI make ii poolible for the law library to 
•~ ... :n .. r, ;~b ,, ., · ... - ~t~onr.,-.,~ .• . . . . ·: .. , •. · · H ' ,. • •· · lo\,·•·· · - coittlhiwdOft,_. f ' 1 1 
school had promised. to provide both "inside" and 
"outside" placement services. We believe that the SBA 
must hold the Administration to ii$ original commitments 
to a dual-director system, and this translates into moral 
and, if necessary, financial support for the student 
placement committee in its stru111le for a firsHate 
placement office here. 
Now that the search for a placement direcb>r will be 
resumed, SBA should insist upon full student participation 
in all stages of the searc~ and in the drafting of the job's 
qualifications. 
Ill. THE LIBRARY 
The law library is to law students what the laboratory 
is to science students, or at least it should be. The 
University has, however, been slow in recognizin1 this, and 
hence the law library is becomin1 more and more 
unsuitable for legal research: st.1ff cuts have resulted In less 
shelving; acquisitions have saged behind demand; 
undera,aduates needlessly monopolize prime study ~ce; 
and smoking policies have aenerally not been enforced. 
SBA must support the law librarian and the faculty In 
their request for admlnlsuatlve autonomy from the 
control of the Univenlty's library buruucracy, whldl his 
Ian-cl the special needs of a law library. Admlnktrallve 
-­
Outline of Platform: I VIII. SBA Comtitution: 
- contlnutd from p• S A. Revision of outdated provisions of SBA Brad1} 1: 'alk 
G. Greater SBA interest in law intramurals. Constitution. - contlnu,d from pafl< 3 'J ' - ·.' '; :• . • 
H. Better security protection, more lighting and 
' return of first-year lockers to the 2nd Floor. 
I. More social functions, 11 happy hours," in 
O'Brian Hall. IX. 
VII, SBA Bud1et: 
A. .I nvestiga lion of possibility of budgetary 
independence of Sub-Board, fewer de lays with 
vouchers. 
8 . Emphasis that SBA funds are a public trust. 
C. Fair consideration of all budget requests, X. 
subject to equal scrutiny, with an end to 
11 knee-jerk 1' allocations. 
D. Liberalization of fee waivers or reduction in 
activity fee to eliminate budget surpluses. 
8. Replacement of obsolete committees with ad 
hoc task forces created to deal wlth specific 
issues. 
School Governance: 
A. Creation of formal communication channels 
between faculty committee representatives, 
the SBA, and the student body. 
8. Strong defense of student Interests in 
negotiations with Administration. 
Legal Research Project: 
SBA sponsorship of new program to provide 
students with equivalent of clerkship experience in 
law school, researching memoranda and briefs at 
request of practitioners. 
Bowie, Alcock, Ed~ette, & Zaetsch: Platform 
- contlnutd from pagt 5 
restrict undergraduate use to study areas other than the disastrous, both in time and money, for numbers of 
second and third floors, where heavy use of law materials students each semester. A reduction in the, deadline, 
by law students is essential. Similarly, allocation of study setting it perhaps two or three weeks following the date of 
areas between smokers and non-smokers would be the exam, must be coupled with reasonable sanctions, if 
facilitated, so that the personal preferences of both could necessary, to insure its enforceability against facu lty 
be accommodated in the library. noncompliance. 
IV. USED BOOK STORE • Grading System: SBA should prod the faculty 
toward some definitive settlement of the nagging grading 
One facility which many law schools have and which system question this year, and to this end, a student 
we noticeably lack is ' a used book store operated by the questionnaire similar to the one last fall on course 
SBA as a student service, through wh ich students could list preferences should be taken in classes on the subject of 
used books for sale, the SBA would serve as a grading system preferences. Whatever the questionnaire 
clearinghouse for buyers and se llers, and an insubstantial results, SBA should undertake to have the faculty resolve 
fee charged for the transaction to remunerate the book the matter in accord with student preferences, where such 
store operators. Since there are a number of students preferences are conclusively determinable, from the 
experienced in operating used book st.9res, SBA needs onJy_ questionnaire. Prior to circutating the questionnaire, SBA 
to supply the facilities and the initial support, and we should ·publish ihe advai:1ages and disadvantages of the 
could have a used book store in operation by the end of various grading options as seen by ~ecent graduates, area 
the semester. Mary .Lou Palesh, Law Bookstore Manager, practitioners, our own faculty, ~nd current studenls. 
has pledged cooperation in the endeavor. 
• Course Scheduling: Some assurance needs to be
',/, FINANCIAL AID 
.given students as to .what courses. wi,11 be offered several-.. .. +herefoi:e,, ..ft- doesn!t-make-sense--tG-tel~~' 
semesters in advance, as ther~ .are cer,!~i~ course sequences . 
While SBA can do little directly toward modifying the that are often 'followed and it woufd help to be able to 
. . ~nar~ia!.-~id ,,criter(a ,~IT!P.l~Yt~ by 111~ ,l/niv~rs(IY _for .\~a.1. depend .upon .the,, future av~il~pilit~ Qf such courses in 
purpose, ihe SBA should at least monitor the effect such 
criteria are having on law students, how well their expenses 
are taken into account, and !O Y(hat extent full unniet 
need is covered in each instance. . ' •' I ' 
Cut-backs in aid for many students this year are of 
great concern, and reports that numbers of first-year 
students discontinued their studies this fall due to financial 
difficulties are extremely distressing. If negotiations with 
the officers of the Financial Aid Office prove unavailing, 
SBA must be prepared to go all the way to Pres. Ketter to 
make a case for more equitable financial aid cciverage. 
The most serious development in this regard is the 
cut-back effective this year in minority student financial 
assistance, which has resulted in a drastic decline in 
minority admissions this year and may redute aid to 
continuing students next year. In the interests of fairness 
- to minority program students, SBA must oppose any 
reduction in the financial assistance upon which they 
relied in accepting admission to this law school and upon 
which they are now dependent for their legal education 
costs. 
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VI. OTHER ISSUES 
With the exception of governance issues (which 
follow), other issues likely to arise in the near future 
include those below, and SBA should move shortly in 
acting upon them. 
• Calendar Reform: Already the Registrar has drawn 
up two options for next year, the current fall calendar 
system and an °early stop" alternative with exams before 
Christmas. An "early stop" calendar i5'urely preferrable 
to the current one, and SBA should issue a qualified 
endorsement of the option, expressing reservations as to 
the study time before exams (3 days) and the proposal for 
·ex·ams on Saturdays. We would continue to press for the 
beginnin1 of an "early stop" fall semester in the last week 
of August, thereby loosening up the tight exam schedule in 
-, December. An "early stop" calendar, despite its 
advantages, should not put students under .,eater 
pnessures durin1 exam week, and SBA must work closely 
with the Rqistrar to guard a,ainst this. As to the spring 
semester, SBA must demand that the vacation period 
Include both Easter and Passover holidays, 
• ""'1y,d Grodes: The SBA must seek a reduction in 
the cludllne ~lowed faculty for postlna of final llJ'ades, as 
• • 'die u/Nllt'llfflty pnerated by' Che present· ~~m is often 
order to plan adequately. Classes, and particularly 
seminars, should be offered at a variety of times during the 
day ea~h . semester, so as 10· accommodate the substantial 
numb'er' of 'students with outside co~mitments in the 
morning or afternoon hours. 
• Bookstore Move: With the planned move next year 
of both our Bookstore and Snack Bar to Baldy Hall next 
door, SBA must demand assurances that the seating and 
service will be adequate in the new snack bar and that a · 
separate section of the bookstore will be devoted to law 
materials under the experienced supervision of Mary Lou 
Palesh, the current manager. 
• Transportation: With the increased n~mber of 
students on the Amherst Campus, SBA must work with 
the University to insure that- parking near O'Brian remains 
adequate and that bus runs keep pace with rider volume. 
In addition, SBA should make an effort to get the State 
Department of Transportation to do something about the 
Millersport-Maple traffic bottleneck, as the situation is 
bound to worsen once relocation work is begun on 
Millersport!. 
• low lntramura/s: The opening of the "bubble" for 
intramural, should provide impetus foe greater SBA 
interest in law student intramurals, as better coordination, 
more publicity, and greater opportunity for women's 
intramural, are needed. The proximity of the "bubble" 
should permit better scheduling of free-time recreation 
hours. 
• ·Security: Recent incidents of theft and harassment 
, in O'Brian Hall must focus attention on the secu,rity 
problem. While reluctant to condone an oppressive degree 
of surveillance, increased rounds of the building by, 
CB: Scrambling for albums has be;n rather~ lrlteresting'. 
First thing we did was raid the old middle-of•l/le-road 
library and found an awful lot of stuff they d idn't know 
what to do with, like old rock and Judy Collins. We traded 
with record stores, antf are using loaner albums. It's a mat­
ter of time to back-order some of the olderthings. Music­
•wise we're in pretty good shape; about 4,000 albums. I'd 
be happy with 10,000, soon we'll have a workable 6,000. 
I cannot get1nto·•so•s rock and"roll . The 'S0's weren't 
fabulous. There was Eisenhower, it was boring, and the 
music was bad. I wish people would leave it alone. 
CSH: Do you have any favorites outside of Harvy Mandel 
and the Jefferson Airpl~ne? 
CB: Butterfield Blues Band, Fatheringay, Joni Mitch.ell, 
everything. · 
CSH: How are you going to collate the audience participa­
tion you've asked for? 
CB: I read all the letters, and try to get a feel to do what 
people want us to. A lo.I of people have been writing in, 
which is surprising. It takes a lot to motivate someone 
usually. ., , 
CSH: This station "Filled a void." WGRQ i~· ~h~nging, 
going into PHD's Top 50 format, also lifting PHD's last 
staff. Are they also going to lift your audience? • 
CB: I don't know. They'll probably take some of ours, and 
soon, when we go stereo, and compete equally, we'll take 
some of theirs. We're worlds apart in prograll)ming. The 
di~erence will become discernible after yo~ lis\en fifteen 
minutes. , 
Let them go after their Number One audirnf~, Maybe 
they' ll get it. Who knows? I dori't care. Soor\er or later 
we'll reach people. This is a major market. 'We·go wher~ 
they don1t. After a while they' ll smell things like com'pu1:­
ers, mediocrity, repetition, and so on, and then we'll have 
them listening to us. 
CSH: Will progressive rock continue? It seemed dead. 
CB: That's because someone took it away; I!, was always 
there. The PHD worth saving was two years ago:.. innovat­
ive, fresh. WGRQ has money, can hire anyone and hype up 
Buffalo. We're radio where the audience decides. We're 
selling something people can have free of"obligatldn at . 
home. If they don't nke it they can listen· somewhere el'se. 
we're Number One, we're computerized" . .. That could 
hurt their credibility. , 
CSH : Are you really 2~? \ '..~- • 
CB: Yes. 
CSH: Has that been a disadvantage? 
CB: I dort:t lmow. Some people say I'm a child prodigy, a 
genius, which is embarrassing. Some think you're too 
young for your britches, usually senile, or prematurely sen-
ile people. 
CSH: Do you think you'll stay in radio? . 
CB : If things don't work-. o,.ut here) ,COflfl\\/~,.r~ings, 
whatever, I have no urge toqonlmue~ rid.ii,, l..,'lio, intti 
the "WOLD" trip at all. I have another business l'fn.inter­
ested in. . 
CSH: Would you Ji~e to .mike~ statement? 
CB: No matterhow mu¥"you hype up an audience, the 
bottom line is that the audience decides. Not the guy who 
blows the money on th~ air, or the guy w~o· does the 
commericals, not the man who creates the image and sells 
the product The consumer .decides, and our consumer is 
the audience. The audience is under qo ,obliga~io~ to listen 
simply because they heard a ,TV commercial,, radio• spot, 
huge billboard, or anythjn1 that said we're gojng to be 
Number One, because audiences are not \hat ~tupid-. You 
can fool some of the people some of the time, but you 
can't fool most of the people all of the time, or something 
to that effect. What we offer here is sincere, honest, 
human radio. We make boo,-boos, but I like that, I'm get­
ting tired, sick and tired, of hearing people sound like 
machines, machines trying to' sound like people, Instead of 
yelling you to death, they'll whisper you to death, That's 
what radio has come down to In this market. 
CSH:'You won't be giving away money? 
CB: Oh no, hell no! We may kidnap people to try and raise 
money, but- No money, no money cars, no hype. 
Campus ·security in the evenings and on weekends might 
· Belated 
be explored. At very least, better lightin1 is needed In 
certain areas of the building, particularly the basement, Valentine's Dayand the first-year lockers should be moved back up to the 
•Social Functions: Tomeetobviousstudentdemand, !Isecond floor once the'Snl":k Bar is moved out. 
SBA ought to increase the number of beer and wine 
functions in O'Brian Hall substantially, perhaps so that ' ., ' 
"happy hours" coujd be held In the bulldlna on varied , 
aftemoons every other week or so. ' . 
• , _ contlnuldon-, 
" · ' " ' '• ~ i 
<;al Brady Is , heard weeknlpts !I, p.m. 
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BasketballStandings 
SECOND HALF W L 
Cosmic Demons 3 1 
Red's Boys 2 1 
Dribblers 2 1 
Schlegel's Bagels 1 2 
Barristers 1 2· 
Flyers 1 3 
FIRST HALF W L 
Red's Boys* 5 0 
Schlegel 's Bagels 3· ' 2 
Barriilers. 2 3 
Dribbfe,rs ., .. , 2 . 3 
Cosmi.c Demons . • r. <i ' 
,. . 4 · 
·, , fl.yer.s: , , :, 
Cosmic Demons 51,. Sch.legel' s Bagels 49 
, f.lyerS' ,28, Bariisters 25 •,: , .. .., .• ,, .•. . ,, • 





· by Dave Geririser 
Continuing their winning ways, the wrestling Bulls won four of 
OP.INION, Pqeseven 
ToBe,orNot To Be 
The California Plan 
The most formidable of the certification 
programs in existence is the California plan. It 
authorizes the certification of lawyers in the fields of 
tax law, Workmen's Compensation, and the defense 
of criminal cases. For certification as a criminal 
defense lawyer ihe plan requires ten years of practice 
for eligibi lity under the grandfather clause and five 
years for those without grandfather rights. The 
practitioner must make a satisfactory showing of 
specific experience in handling a certain number of 
jury trials, hearings and other related matters. In 
addition. the defense lawyer must demonstrate 
special education in criminal law and must pass a 
written examination . Those who enjoy grandfather 
- continued from page 1 rights need not take a written test, An applicant 
callous practice in the field of criminal law must furnish the names of eight persons - seven 
constitutes the most serious threat to the proper lawyers and a judge - who may vouch for the 
administration of justic~ and simply cannot be practitioner's proficiency in the field of criminal law. 
tolerated. The board also solicits letters of reference from four 
Judicial alar~ has been expressed over these · other lawyers or judges practicing in the applicant's 
. distressing episodes of professional ineptness. On community. 
November 26, 1973 Chief Justice Warren E. Burger · 
complained about the low quality of, present day The California plan is being used as a model for 
advo.cacy, On December 6, 1973 Chief Judge Irving New York's proposed program now being drafted by 
Kaufma~ of the Second Circuit ~xpressed his the Committee on Specialization in the Defense of 
unhappiness over the lack of skill of lawyers who Criminal Cases of the Criminal Justice Section. 
appear in his court. He has urged that new rules of Although the problems in California are similar to 
admission be adopted to raise the leval of practice in those experienced here, the committee is searching 
ihe court of appeals. out differences which might require certain 
· Tbis situation is responsible for the organization variations. However. an immediate investigation 
of committees throughout this state and across the would seem to indicate that the California plan is for 
country to study and develop means for evaluating the most part compatible to New York. 
the qualifications of lawyers competent to render The potentials of certification of specialists are 
, eff~~tiv,e ~ gal assistan~~ in _special _areas of practice. unlimited. It v,ill not only .improve our service to the 
One of the positive campaigns launched to public and provide an incentive for enhancing our 
assure a _greater degree of professional .fitness is a professional skills. but will allow far mor:e control . 
program of certifying lawyers who specialize in the over the standards of ou·r practice. Not as a police 
defense of criminal cases. California and New Mexico force seeking to discipline those who misbehave, but 
have alrca'dy adopted such programs and Colorado, as an affirmative impetus to encourage lawyers to 
! 1florida, KeHtucky, New Jcrsey, Oregon, Texas, continually keep abreast of new. developments in the 
' -Washington, -Wis.consin and of course our own st~te, law. For instance, ,certification spould 119t be 
have simil;u'_programs under considera~ion. permanent, but renew3ble Periodically. Certified 
'' ,c, 
1Thcse'•~~:iii1"pro\ifdf fof'i tic '&ftifrcat,dn of tlie" l~w'ye1 f '· sho'u'ld lie ' reijl1i(ed ·, to " submit' lo 
criminal defense lawyer after he has met certain re-examination every five years to make certain that 
strict qual ifications. Every program initiated so far is their knowledge and skills are equal to the growing 
''vol(irltary 'an/J merely '.illows iHe .all'orn,ey to noiify demands of their work. . , 
the public of his certification. No lawyer will be · ' · 
foreclosed from practicing in any field of law An understandable fear has been expressed from 
because he is uncert ified . Other areas of one quarter of our·pi-ofession that certification may 
specialization under consideration are tax law1 become political. Some are worried that the board, 
Workman's Compensation, labor law, bankruptcy, composed of lawyers and judges, will favor the 
domestic relations and immigration law. "status quo" and discriminate against those lawyers 
Certifying defense lawyers will certainly upgrade who handle unpopular causes. This concern is 
their performance. But already resistance is unwarranted but1 in any event1 such a danger can be 
mounting in certain sectors of our profession. This avoided by fixing standards of certification that are 
criticism is disappointing because much of it is objective rather than subjective. Requirements that 
motivated by self-interest. consist of years of practice, trial experience and 
their last five contests to pace Buffalo's intercollegiate squads with a We must ne.ver become so fascinated with the testing procedures which are objective will not allow 
14-2-1 record. The basketball Bulls lost four consecutive times (the art of our enterprise that we lose sight of its hllman for the exercise of mu'ch discretion and should avoid 
first three in overtime) as iheir record dropped to 6-13, while the goals - service to the public. The people are our discriminatory certification. 
hockey Bulls dropped three contests, ending their piayoff hopes. clients and they must be our major concern. We • 
The Wrestlers' recent su.ccessful streak was marred only by a 17-17 ,must put aside considerations of self-interest and 
tie against Syracuse at Clark Hall, the first time the Bulls had not won economic gain and focus our attention on the It saddens me that I have had to say some 
at home 'in · four years. Heavyweight Charlie Wright, who ran his public's needs. unpleasant things about the legal profession in this 
season's record to '13-1-2, pinned Syracuse's Bill Brown to earn a tie Even though a certification program Is article. But I am optimistic about the future. I have 
against the Orangement. Wright's subsequent last-match victory over voluntary, it is bound to have a healthy impact upon enormous confidence in the young people of this 
Mackey Tyndall at · Brockport gave the Bulls a 19-18 win over the -professional competency. 18-b assignments may country who are pouring out of law schools and are 
Golden Eagles, while Buffalo also ripped Ashland (37-6), Cortland eventually go to lawyers who are certified. AtJorney rushing to our aid and reinforcing our ranks. Young 
(33-12) and Guelph (40-6) in preparation for their final regular-season reference services may begin selecting lawyers who lawyers who are spending their ingenuity in trying to 
match against formidable Cleveland State. have certified specialties. Salary raises in the offices expand the dimensions of individual liberty and who
' . of prosecutors and public defenders may be have forfeited the comforts of comn1ercial success 
No playoffs influenced by certification. by giving their all to the underprivileged and the 
The hockey Bulls dropped1 pair of home contests to Western Martindale-Hubbell may ultimately carry a foresaken , They have energized our profession, have 
Michigan 10-3 and 7-4, as the Broncos sewed up the Central Collegiate statement of specialization and membership in enhanced our reputation, and have set an example 
Hockey Association playoff berth that was ori the line in that series. specialized bar associations may be conditioned for all of us. They will embrace a program of 
After a victory at Brockport, th~ Bulls saw their ECAC playoff chances upon certification. These factors, which are certification and make it work. 
go down the drain with a ll-4 home' ice foss to, American International. illustrative only and are by no means exhaustive, will 
The basketball Bulls lost all .four. of theircecent contests, falling in make certification attractive fol most lawyers. If we are to fulfill our compact with the 
Overtime ' to ,Geneseo (77-70), LeMoyne (83-77) and Youngstown Once a system of certification is installed and community, we must devote ourselves unsparingly to 
(lQ0.:98), before a 97-80 defeat at-powerful Central Michigan. Geneseo the profession becomes accustomed to it, resistance the task of improving our skills and raising our 
tied up their contest with the Bulls in regulation time as a rebound of a · from remote areas will wear down and more and standards of practice. Patience is a virtue we can no 
missed free throw caromed into the basket off the head of Bull center more lawyers will seek that official desi1nation. )onger afford, If our profession is to continue to play 
When the program has received full acceptance and a role. in infl~encing the destiny of our people, then ► 
embraces all of our members. then the time may a rigorous and unflagging sense of integrity and pride 
come when our courts will insist upon certification of professional achievement must be qualities prized 
Sam Pellomm. 
Postel bums Buffalo 
as a prerequisite to the trial of a criminal case or above all others. When the time comes that a 
at the buzzer as Yo~ngstpw~'s Steve Postel ~anned a _35-foot jump 
I At Memorial Auditorium Buffalo saw a two-point lead evaporate 
other special form of liti1ation. Obviously this certi'fication program is submitted to the bar for 
ot at the end of ni8"1Uion linie. Postel subsequently hit·~ 1ump shot circumstance involves some very serious approval , hopefully it will be welcomed and 
ith five seconds remalnln1 in overtime ti> send 111, Bulls· down to considerations and due process consequences that ultimately adopted. And perhaps tomorrow our 
will have to await a time when we ar~ closer to that profession will be restored to its ri1htful place of 
reality. being the most noble of all.
•fH_t1,(jlv((al,o.,cqn~JUlles Its schedule wi~'horrie contests against 
'"'-"'·TundJV and crosstown rival Quffalo State March 1 . 
..____ - - - .... - - - ,.. -----
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VII. SBA BUDGET . 
SBA has most often, and justifiably, been criticized 
for delay in the vouchering of organization budgets and 
supplies, this process sometimes taking months and 
undermining organizations' relations with creditors. 
No organization should have its programs disrupted 
because of either SBA or Sub-Board lass itude, and if 
Sub-Board is unable to process SBA vouchers more 
effectively, ·then SBA should investigate the possibility of 
handling its own ·budget and issuing checks directly 
through a bonded Treasurer. Other student governments in 
the SUNY system have found budgetary autonomy both 
more efficient and less expensive, and SBA should at least 
ex plor e t h e possibility of avoiding the Sub-Board 
bureaucracy. 
As for the budgeting of student funds, SBA holds such 
funds as a public trust, collected as they are through a 
mandatory assessment, and· should make allocat ions only 
afte r serious considerat ion of the benefit that will accrue 
to the student body from each allocation. Every allocation 
request must receive a full and fair hearing, but funds 
should never be allotted, as they unfortunately have been 
on occasion, in a knee-jerk fashion on the basis of ideology 
or vested interest alone. 
Lastly, with the expansion of the studen t enrollment, 
SBA has been accumulating surpluses from fee receipts 
each year, even with full funding of all exist ing activities. 
Consequently, to eliminate the surpluses, we propose 
either a liberalization of the fee waiver criter ia, so that 
debts other than education loans could cou nt in a 
student's total indebtedness, or an actual reductio n in 
student fees to a more reasonable level. 
VIII. SBA CONSTITUTION 
As has been recognized for over a year now, the SBA 
Constitution, once adeq uate for a small school on Eagle 
Street, is now simply unsuited to the organ ization's 
operations. A constitutional revision committee, activated 
last spring but since defunct, must be reactivated and 
urged to finish a revision for submiss ion to student 
referendum in September. While ·fle xibility as to possible 
revisions needs to be preserved, one suggestion deserving 
consideration is to replace Obsolete SBA committees with 
ad hoc task forces of students interested in investigating 
particular issues. Such task forces could be created and 
dissolved as the need requires, thus preventing the 
institutionalization o f inactive committees. 
IX. SCHOOL GOVERNANCE 
While students ·are adequately represented on most 
faculty committees here , a perennial defect has been the 
lack of communication among the student committee 
representatives, the SBA, and the student body itself. This 
defect in the governance structure, attributab le to the 
absence of any formal communication channels linking 
faculty committees and the SBA, has put the SBA at a 
constant di sadvantage in dealing with faculty and 
administrators who have a more comprehensive view of 
developments Due to greater communication. 
The remedy we propose is the creation of the needed 
communication channel, through which Student 
committee representative} might be able to inform one 
another of developments in each other's committees and 
perhaps even agree upon common approaches to various 
issues. One possible mechanism for this could be a 
information. 
Especially at a time when the law school's Master Plan 
for the decade is about to be debated by the faculty, it is 
imperative that student representatives be able (o play a 
more active role on their respective committees and 
assume a more equal partnership with the faculty. 
In its dealings with the law school administration, 
SBA must negotiate always in good faith and readiness to 
compromise, but on the other hand, SBA officers must be 
willing and able to forthrightly defend student interests. 
X. LEGAL RESEARCH PROJECT 
SBA currently funds several academic act ivities such 
as Moot Court and Buffalo Legislation Project, 1 which 
facilitate the development of student legal skills, and the 
SBA should develop yet another, a Legal Research Project
which would provide ·a large number of students with 
clcrksh ip ex perie nce in the researching of legal 
memoranda. 
The ProjeCt would operate by soliciting the alumni 
. . . • . 
and local pract1t1oners for various legal p_roblems for_ which 
the~ need research done. St_udents mtereste~ m the 
particular pro~lem .would be ass1g~ed_ to research 1t, ?~aft a 
memorandum on 1t, and transmit 1t to the pract1t1oner 
through the Project. The Project would, conseq uentl y, be 
providing the eq uivalent of clerkship experience to 
s tudents without office jobs, potential employment 
contacts with practitioners for whom students complete 
ass ignments, and possible income to the students through 
charging practitioners for the work at a reasonable per 
page rate. · 
AT THE POLLS 
In each SBA election, though the student body is 
invited to go to the pollst what unfortunately ·.often 
happens is that c1 minority of the student body actually 
wi ll detf:rmine the directions or the SBA for the coming 
year. This bi indeed doubly unfortun,lle, since i.t often 
means that SBA's potcnti .11 to benefit so many students 
wil l actuall y benefit only a few ;u,d that the whole 
organ ization will become moribund once the needs of 
those few arc sc1 ti sfied. 
Some wi ll undoubt edly go tu the polls to vote for 
their friends, o thers to protect the SBA funds they rcteive, 
and st ill ot hers to project some !!Ort of ideology through 
SBA, but these vo ters arc often th~ ones who leas t pcrceiVc 
the public trust that res ts with SBA. This platform is 
devoted to bcnefitting the mdjority of students at the law 
school and is premised upon the Jssumption that this cctn 
be done without pdrtisanship or the exclusion of any 
special interest. 
We are a community of under 800 studen ts in one 
relatively isolated building, and whi le we all have our 
ideo logies and our special interests, the rancor and 
divisiveness that have arisen in SBA at times have been 
simply unnecessary in such a closely-kni t community. As 
long as SBA is open to stud ents of all perspectives and 
interests, str iving always for reasonable compromises, we 
feel that the publi c interest will be served. , 
To insure this, responsibility rests upon each student 
even more than upon the SBA candidates themselves, a 
responsibility to weigh the merits of the platforms and to 
take the time to vote. We have done our best to construct 
a responsible platform o n which qualified candidates, 
regardless of their differences, could run . .The rest, as 
always, is up to the voter. 
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- continued from page 4 
recent cuts in state financial aid are preventing many 
students who may have been admitted to !he law school 
from accepting. We would also urge that the Admissions 
Committee formulate its policy to review all applications 
on their individual merits, rather than placirfg too great an 
importance on paper scores (LSAT and GPA]. · 
(2) In the past, university recruitment of minority students 
has been, in part, facilitated by the granting of tuition 
waivers to those students in need. This form of financial 
assistance is slowly being eliminated. The · university 
should be pressed to fulfill its committment to those who 
are presently enrolled, and should explore the possibilit,­
of fully re-establishing the tuiti0n waiver program or of 
findinj alternati~e. ,:neans of fin~ncial aid. This Uni~ers! tY 
has the respons1 b1llty to provide a legal education to 
well-qualified minority students, and selective budget 
, cutting should not be used as a reason for virtually 









FEDERAL TAX z _continued from page 3 
A number of investor-owned electric utilities take 
part icular advantage of this special tax provision. 
Consolidated Edison of New York, the nation's largest 
electric utilitY, qualifies 100% of its dividends as tax-free, 
1954. 
Some economists and accountants, as well as the 
·general public, find it particularly difficult to understand 
the justification for providing income tax benefits of this 
form and magnitude to the investor-owned electric 
companies and their stockholders. 
Conclusion 
The combined effect of the tax benefits provided to 
electric utilities has been to substantially reduce their tax 
liability,• Between 1955 and 1972, while the amount of 
reven~es increased from $7 to $25 billion and net profit 
from $1.2 to $4.4 billion their federal Income taxes 
actually declined.,Taxes as a percent of revenues declined 
from 13.6% to 3.5%, and taxes as a percent of net proflt 
declined .from 79% to 20%. In fact, the utilities paid·$229 
million less in income taxes In 1972 than In 1970. 
Di1r ing the past 20 years, while the taxes of 
investor-owned utilities were declining, per capita Income 
taxes of Individuals more than doubled and corporate 
taxes increased by 50%. The experience Is clear lhat to the 
extent a major lnd111trlal sector can derive suf1114nt11I tax 
benefits, the tax burdell is shifted to lndMdual taxp;iyen. 
Pleoae read_the Candidates' Piattorms In This Issue of Opinlnn C.orrect1ve tax l)Olic1e, can be deveJ~ ~ ¥1oPte11.DlllY
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